
6.15 Review
6.15.1 Key knowledge summary
6.2 Examining the evidence• Ancient Romans left vast amounts of written evidence.• Rome is also rich in archaeological evidence, ranging from artworks to entire cities.

6.3 The rise of the Romans• According to legend, Rome was founded in 753 BCE.• In 509 BCE, the Romans rebelled against their Etruscan kings and founded a republic.• Over the next two centuries, Rome expanded its power through alliances, wars, exploiting those it
defeated and colonising strategically important places.

6.4 The spreading empire• Through the Punic Wars, between 264 and 146 BCE, Rome eliminated a major rival and became the
strongest power in the Mediterranean region.• By 96 CE, Rome had extended its empire into northern Europe and to the Black Sea.

6.5 The Roman army• From 396 BCE, the Roman army became a professional fighting force.• Roman army discipline was harsh.• Rewards given to legionaries helped to win support for military leaders who sought political power.

6.6 Citizens and rulers• Roman citizens were divided into patricians and plebeians.• Julius Caesar used his loyal troops to seize power in 49 BCE, but he was assassinated by a group of
Roman senators.• Caesar’s great-nephew, Octavian, took control of Rome, ending the republic in 27 BCE.

6.7 Spartacus and Nero: two significant individuals• Spartacus, a gladiator, led a slave revolt in 73 BCE. The rebels defeated several Roman legions before
they were defeated in a huge battle.• Nero became Roman Emperor in 54 CE. His brutal rule ended with his suicide in 68 CE.

6.8 Living in the Roman Empire• Widespread use of slave labour changed Roman society.• There were vast differences between the lives of rich and poor Romans.• Greek culture influenced the lives of the more privileged Romans.• Roman technology created many impressive structures that are still standing today.

6.9 Death and the Romans• Customs associated with funerals provide a huge amount of evidence for ancient Roman beliefs and
values.• Care for dead ancestors was considered a duty and the dead were honoured in many ways.

6.10 Roman law and religion• Roman law dealt mainly with the rights of men as citizens.• Women, children and slaves were considered to be under the authority of the male head of a family.• After the republic ended, laws were increasingly made through decrees of emperors.• Romans worshipped hundreds of gods and goddesses.• Christianity went from being a persecuted religion to become the state religion of the empire in
391 CE.
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6.11 Decline and fall• From around 180 CE, the empire began to weaken.• Civil wars and barbarian invasions eventually led to the collapse of the Western Roman Empire.• Historians have suggested many different reasons for Rome’s fall.

6.12 Heritage of Rome• The Eastern Roman Empire lived on for almost another thousand years.• The Roman Christian Church helped to preserve Roman culture.• The idea of European unity is one of many legacies of ancient Rome.
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A timeline of ancient Rome
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753 BCE

Rome is founded, according to
legend.

509 BCE

Rome becomes a republic.

264 BCE 

The Punic Wars begin.

146 BCE 

Rome destroys Carthage,
ending the Punic Wars.

73–71 BCE

Spartacus leads the great slave
revolt.

c. 30 CE

Jesus Christ is crucified

212 CE

Roman citizenship is granted to free subjects
of the empire.

313 CE

Christianity is made
legal.

395 CE

The Roman Empire is divided into eastern
and western empires.

476 CE

The Western Roman Empire
falls.

390 BCE

The Gauls defeat the Roman army
andsack Rome.

272 BCE

Rome dominates Italy.

218 BCE

Hannibal invades Italy.

91–88 BCE

The Social War is fought between Rome and its
Italian allies.

27 BCE

Octavian ends the Roman
republic.

43 CE

The Romans invade Britain.

303 CE

A great persecution of Christians occurs.

378 CE

The Goths defeat a Roman army. 

410 CE

The Visigoths capture and sack
Rome.
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6.15.2 Reflection
Complete the following to reflect on your learning.

6.15 ACTIVITIES
Revisit the inquiry question posed in the Overview:

From republic to great empire. How did Rome use war to expand its power and control most of the world?

1. Now that you have completed this topic, what is your view on the question? Discuss with a partner. Has
your learning in this topic changed your view? If so, how?

2. Write a paragraph in response to the inquiry question, outlining your views.

Interactivity Ancient Rome crossword (int-xxxx)

eWorkbook Reflection (doc-xxxx)

Crossword (doc-xxxx)

KEY TERMS
aqueduct structure built to carry water long distances
astrology interpreting the influence of the stars on human affairs
auxiliaries soldiers in the Roman army drawn from areas conquered by Rome and made part of its empire
barbarians the Roman term for all peoples who lived beyond the borders of the empire
civil war war between rival factions within one state or country
crucifixion slow, painful execution by being nailed or bound to a cross or pole
divination the skill of reading omens
Etruscans advanced, civilised people who dominated early Rome from about 575 BCE to about 396 BCE
forum open meeting place of a town or city
heresy an opinion or belief that contradicts orthodox beliefs, especially in religion
hypocaust underfloor and water heating system used in Roman villas and public baths
loot goods or property taken from a defeated enemy after a battle
magistrates men elected by the citizens to run Rome for a year
medieval of the Middle Ages
Middle Ages between ancient and modern historical periods (generally between the fifth and fifteenth centuries)
pagan name used to refer to people who believed in non-Christian gods
patricians members of the aristocratic families that founded the Republic
patronage supporting and encouraging authors and artists
plebeians all non-patrician citizens of Rome
public baths public building complexes containing baths of varying temperatures, and sports and beauty

facilities; a popular meeting place for Roman citizens
pumice lava ejected from a volcano that solidifies into a light, porous rock
republic system of government in which the head of state is not a monarch
rhetoric the art of public speaking
Samnites a mountain tribe of central Italy
Senate governing body in ancient Rome, (in theory) an advisory body of ex-magistrates
tenant farmers poor farmers who rented small plots of land
Thracian a native of the Roman province of Thracia
virtue moral standard or value
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